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Why/when people decide to leave?
Where should they go?

How are they received?

Case countries: Bangladesh and Ethiopia
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Our aim

How does psychological distance
impact people’s behavior and
attitudes toward climate migrants?
‒ develop a conceptual
framework & test it
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Climate change,
distance and
perceptions

‒ In the Global North climate change is for many an
abstract phenomenon that primarily will have an
effect in a somewhat distant future, affects places
far away, and mainly has an effect on ‘other’
people and communities (e.g. Ryghaug et al.
2011; Lujala et al. 2014; McDonald et al., 2015)

 psychological distance
‒ Four categories of psychological distance
(Spence et al. 2012):
‒ Spatial distance: physical distance to the
impact of climate change
‒ Temporal distance: temporal distance to the
impact of climate change (how soon)
‒ Social distance: impact on people similar to
onself
‒ Uncertainty: to what degree a person
believes climate change is taking place and
uncertainty about the potential impacts
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Attitudes toward climate migrants
Spatial proximity

Attitudinal proximity

Experiential proximity

Social proximity

• Distance to places highly
exposed to climate-related
hazard events

• Values and personality • Similar past
experiences

• Educational similarity

• Attribution bias

• Similar present
experiences

• Economic similarity

• In- and outgroup
attitudes

• Similar (anticipated)
future experiences

• Occupational similarity
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Preview of results
Spatial proximity

Attitudinal proximity

Experiential proximity

Social proximity

• Distance to places highly
exposed to climate-related
hazard events

• Values and personality • Similar past
experiences

• Educational similarity

• Attribution bias

• Similar present
experiences

• Economic similarity

• In- and outgroup
attitudes

• Similar (anticipated)
future experiences

• Occupational similarity

‒ Host community capacity to receive migrants
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How did we
study this?
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‒ Quantitative survey in March–April 2019
➢ informed by two rounds of qualitative
fieldwork (2018)
‒ Survey: 633 adult participants
➢ who had been born in the community or had
lived there for at least 20 years
‒ Also draws on our survey of 410 respondents
conducted in highly exposed areas
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Outcome variables
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Measures for proximity I
Spatial proximity
• Distance to coast
• Elavation in the union

• Elavation around the
union

Spatial proximity is related to attitudes: those who live in areas further from the coast
and on more elevated ground are less welcoming to internal climate migrants.
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Measures for proximity II
Attitudinal proximity

Attitudinal proximity to fellow citizens:

• Trust

• Those who generally are trusting are more likely to welcome
internal climate migrants

• Accountability

• Those who think that people should be held accountable for
their own errors have more negative attitudes toward internal
climate migrants

• Religious beliefs

• Respondents with strong religious attitudes are more positive
toward internal climate migrants

• Attribution bias

• Those who think that repeated bad luck is one’s own fault
have more negative attitudes toward internal climate migrants

• Ingroup bias

• Perceptions on community identity does not impact attitudes
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Measures for proximity III
Experiential proximity

Experiential proximity:

• household migration
history

• Own migration history does not impact
attitudes

• extended family
exposure

• Some evidence that those who have relatives
living in highly exposed areas are less
welcoming to new migrants
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Measures for proximity IV
Social proximity

Social proximity:

• Educational similarity

• Less-educated respondents tent to be more positive toward
internal climate migrants (those without formal education and
those who have only completed primary school)

• Economic similarity

• Occupational similarity

• Respondents from poorer households are more welcoming
• Occupational similarity is not related to attitudes
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Key conclusions
‒ One’s own experience of, or the threat of being directly affected by an environmental
hazard can be salient in forming attitudes toward internal climate migrants.
‒ Those who see people more as makers of their own fate or hold people highly
accountable for their actions tend to be more skeptical toward climate migrants; those
with higher levels of social trust are more welcoming
‒ Shared past experiences to some degree predicted more negative attitudes toward
climate migrants
‒ In contrast to many previous studies on migration (Hainmueller and Hiscox, 2007;
Mayda, 2006) and climate change perceptions (Poortinga et al., 2019), we found that
the less-wealthy and the less-educated were considerably more positive about
receiving internal climate migrants; respondents with occupations similar to those
prevalent in migrant-sending areas were no more critical of migrants than those in
other occupations
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Policy implications
Whose hearts and minds need to be win?
For programs and campaigns focusing on creating awareness concerning the impact of
climate change on displacement and more welcoming attitudes it can be beneficial to

- Give a more realistic perception of environmental hazards
- Focus on the helplessness of the affected communities
- Appeal to people’s other-regarding values and limited options faced by those most
adversely affected by environmental change
- Portraying the potential migrants as similar to ‘oneself’
Although any resettlement program should address poverty among the local community
members, the design and implementation of such programs should also consider the local
political implications of the more educated and wealthier people potentially being more
critical toward internal climate migrants than the poor.
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